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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

January 27, 2007

Winkleman Gallery is very pleased to present
“See Begien, NYC,” the first solo New York
exhibition by San Francisco artist Cathy Begien.
A member of a small group of experiment
filmmakers increasingly gaining national
attention, Begien here presents three video
installations that incorporate props, movie
posters, and photographs in a strikingly fresh
exploration of social identity, sexual identity,
and popular culture.
The exhibition’s main installation features
Begien’s compelling 2004 video “Black Out.” In
turns hilarious and devastating, the video
features the artist (blindfolded and seated facing
the viewer) retelling of a heavy night on the
town with her friends. The narrative is delivered
rather monotonously as several people continuously hand her drinks, cigarettes, and other props,
acting out the evening’s excesses. As the story grows ever more messy, however, the stark set and lowbudget production values serve to balance the overwhelming heartache of the episode’s climax,
offering the viewer a rare, but safe, window into a raw, exquisitely sincere sentimentality.
In the second installation, Begien recreates the interior of a home-style Vietnamese restaurant as the
setting for her video of her continuously eating her favorite foods. The obsessiveness suggested by her
systematically eating meal after meal stands in stark and funny contrast to the cheesy furniture and
menu photos of the referenced eatery. The final installation combines the hyper-meta predilections of
the age of blogs and personal websites with the unyielding pace of contemporary society, as Begien
displays a series of short trailers for her already short films within a background of bootleg versions of
her work and worn wheat-pasted posters.
Cathy Begien’s films have been screened in numerous film festivals across the country, including
recently at the Lincoln Center in New York, as well as at the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts in San
Francisco, the 18th Street Art Center in Santa Monica, and the Getty Center and the Angela Hanley
Gallery in Los Angeles.
For more information please contact the gallery at info@winkleman.com or 212.643.3152.
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